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The BMW M56 is a 2. The updated 2. The M56B25 power output and vehicle performance was
the same as the comparable model equipped with the M54B25 engine US only. The vehicles
conform to the Zero Evaporative Emissions requirements. From to - iA E46 sedan, coupe and
sport wagon with automatic transmission only. Sales of this model started in California, New
York, Massachusetts and later in in Vermont. Hydrocarbon escape via the intake system is
prevented due to the use of an additional carbon filter incorporated in the air filter housing and
a "closed" throttle valve actuator. All metal fuel system components fuel rail, injectors, tank
ventilation valve, etc. The fuel tank, tank filler neck and evaporative canister are made of
stainless steel. Both the fuel pump and fuel filter are completely sealed inside the gas tank and
require a complete replacement of the gas tank if either the fuel pump or filter fail. The
crankcase ventilation valve is incorporated in the aluminum cylinder head cover. Secondary air
system with secondary air mass flow sensor used for improved monitoring of secondary air
flow. The external heat exchange surfaces of the radiator are coated with a catalyst which
reduces the ozone in the ambient air drawn through the radiator. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. This article includes a list of references , related reading or external links , but its
sources remain unclear because it lacks inline citations. Please help to improve this article by
introducing more precise citations. August Learn how and when to remove this template
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by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed.
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Edit links. Production of previous model continues in parallel. The body styles of the range are:.
All-wheel drive , which was last available in the 3 Series in , [9] was reintroduced for the E46 on
the xi, xi and xd models. Following the introduction of the E90 3 Series sedans in late , the E46
began to be phased out. In late , design work began under chief designer Chris Bangle and
continued into Chris Bangle and Dr. Production development of the sedan took 24 months
following design freeze and was 31 months from executive board styling approval in to its start
of series production in December The E46 sedan was unveiled via press release on 11
November and was launched on the market at the end of April with customer deliveries. Factory
specifications are listed below. The electronic components in the E46 are more integrated than
previous generations of 3 Series, including the use of a CAN bus system. The E46 M3, first
introduced in October , was available with the 3. The M3's S54 engine has a redline of 8, rpm. As
with most M engines, the S54 has 6 individual throttle bodies , in this case electronically
operated drive-by-wire throttle. The engine featured dry sump lubrication as its racing
counterpart and bigger radiators. The stiffer chassis and suspension system were a carryover
from the race version. The car was lowered further than a standard M3 and featured additional
strut braces between the firewall and strut towers as well as between the right shock towers.
The redesigned front and rear fascias and the rear wing optimised aerodynamics. The roof, the
hood, the rear wing and front and rear fascias were made from carbon-fibre in order to reduce
weight. Notable changes made to the interior included leather Recaro bucket seats, removal of
rear seats and special M3 GTR sill plates. The Alpina "B3 3. In September , the facelift LCI
versions of the sedan and Touring were released for the model year. In March , the facelift LCI
versions of the coupe and convertible models except M3 were released for the model year. The
highest selling year for the E46 chassis was , when , vehicles were sold worldwide. The Spec
E46 cars are built to a standard with limited modifications, to create a level playing field and
increased competition between drivers. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle.
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BMW Z Series. BMW i Series. First a little background. In California particularly, a certain
percentage of vehicles must be sold as SULEV spec or the manufacturer faces hefty fines.
Having the SULEV spec is not a bad thing but certain components are different than standard
N52 engines and you should be aware if you have an N51 engine. Visually the N51 and N52 are
identical. That's not the case with the N51 and N Narrow Results By Brand. Narrow Results
Category. Developed by BMW tuning expert Jim Conforti, this device plugs into the car's
diagnostic port and flashes new performance files into your car's engine computer ECU. There's
no removal of the ECU and shipping, no cables, no laptop required - only a battery charger!
Installation takes just a few minutes and your engine will perform like never before! The
software makes changes to the ECU's maps and algorithms for fuel injection, ignition timing,
VANOS and camshaft movement, and transitional fueling. A lot of tuning has been done at the
low RPM ranges to improve response. We modify the maps for part throttle and full throttle so
you get better response and more torque at all RPM. We also raise the rev limit to 7, and remove
the top speed limiter. The Shark Injector plugs into the diagnostic port inside the E46 cabin.
With the battery charger supplying power, press the Upgrade button and within minutes the
ECU is reflashed with the new performance tune. No other software product on the market
comes close to how easy it is to install. You can use the Restore button to re-install the stock
BMW software at any time. Detailed instructions are included. Other tuners require you to
remove the ECU and ship it to them or use a laptop to read and write a new file. The Shark
Injector is ready to install right out of the box! A planned future upgrade will allow you to use
the USB port to load different performance files. Note: This is NOT placebo effect. I drove the
same route before and after to compare, and while its not perfectly scientific, it was quite
obvious that there were some changes that took place - changes for the better. Like many
mods, the car should have come this way! It gives gains that other "custom tunes," can't. What I
liked the most about my shark is shift points. If you can shift decent, you can stay in the 5. What
a difference it makes! Installed both at the same time and have put around miles on over the last
month. The car is amazing to drive, and the software seemed to make the power band a bit
flatter, less of a dip and a bit better at the lower RPMS. It will give you a higher redline, no
top-speed, more power, and much better throttle response, even over the Brand XXXXX. I can
now perform perfect rev-matches with ease, unlike before. I've been heel-and-toe downshifting
all day with a major success rate of perfect shifts, which is a LOT more than could be said
compared to stock. I can now pull cleanly through the rev range without feeling any hesitation
or dead spots. The dead spot being irradiated was the best thing EVER. The car feels like a
bullet! It is the same smooth kind of power too - just more of it, delivered continuously to the
top rpm. So 3rd feels more like 2nd gear now! Throttle transitions are much more refined. So
when in low gears, on and off throttle changes are very seamless and smooth no jerking - and
the change has made shifting gears easier - especially first to second. So now my car is much

more fun to drive and shows engine performance that is better matched to the incredible
handling ability it has. I'm very pleased with this upgrade and can't thank you enough!!! Shark
Injector installation instructions A capable battery charger is required for the installation. The
charger provides backup power supply to the regular car battery during installation. It must be
capable of holding a continuous 10amp charge for the full installation minutes. The minimum
octane fuel for this software is Fits your Change Vehicle. Change Vehicle. Unlock torque and
horsepower Smoother engine with less hesitation Improved throttle response Rev limit
increased to Top speed limiter removed Installs in minutes! Read what others are saying! Shark
Injector Installation Instructions click to expand Shark Injector installation instructions A
capable battery charger is required for the installation. All warranties, product application,
fitment, and performance are the responsibility of Turner Motorsport. For additional information
see the terms of use. Video successfully uploaded. Your video will appear once it is approved.
Add Another Video. My Account Sign In. BMW 2 Series. BMW 3 Series. BMW 4 Series. BMW 5
Series. BMW 6 Series. BMW 7 Series. BMW 8 Series. BMW Classics. BMW X Series. BMW Z
Series. BMW i Series. Shark Injector. Checking Vehicle Fitment With selected options. Add to
Cart. Add to Wish List. T : Qty: 1. Selected Options. In Stock. Sorry, I don't understand this
YouTube link. Create Account. Enter your email address below and instructions to reset your
password will be emailed to you. Please try again or Reset Your Password. Too many invalid
login attempts, contact Turner Motorsport Customer Support. Login Recover Password Cancel
Recovery. Add Cancel. Price Alert Request At least one option needs to be selected. There was
an error submitting your request, please try again. Offered with free shipping. Reduced to this
price:. Email Address. Ecology has had a massive impact on automotive engineering over the
years. Different countries and states started implementing different rules to address the issue.
California enacted the somewhat notorious Super Ultra Low Emissions Vehicle standards,
which were later adopted in part by the federal government. It was effective, but at what cost?
Eco-friendly cars and strict emissions standards are something people generally associate with
Europe. As it turns out, California is the promised land for those who think cars should emit
cleaner fumes. This comes as no surprise considering the traffic density of Los Angeles, San
Francisco, and other highly populated cities in this state. However, the whole SULEV situation
had thrown a wrench into the cogs of the automotive industry when it first appeared. This
standard quickly became the norm back in the early s, forcing car manufacturers to adhere to
new rules if they want to sell cars in California or simply pound sand. The giant from Bavaria
wasted no time. They have quickly redesigned a part of its lineup to meet the new demands,
starting with the BMW E46 3-series. The first engine to be revamped is the legendary M
However, as time went by, the M56 started showing sure signs of weakness. It was more
complicated than the M54 due to the increased emission standards requirements, but the M56
suffered from many of the same issues as the M A great example of this would be the valve
cover. The M54 has a known issue where it twists the valve cover , causing oil leaks. But, the
crankcase ventilation valve that comes built into the cover was its own weak point. Instead, you
have to get a whole new valve cover. Another thing that changed was the fuel rail as well as the
injectors. BMW used a whole different setup on the M56, which means that your going after
relatively rare parts read more expensive , should any of the injectors start to give you trouble.
The engine itself is just a part of a much larger puzzle. There are many more components that
had to be redesigned to boost emission performance. Also, as these cars are nearing the 3rd
decade of their existence, those so-called long-life filters are mostly clogged up by now.
Fortunately for everyone, BMW saw the error of their ways and made some much-needed
changes to the E90 that came after the E46 3-series. Although upgraded and beefed up, the fuel
system on E90 and later models are much easier to service. Next, we have the intake system
with an upgraded air box. The PCV system is also different on these cars and features a few
more components and complications. BMW went ahead and installed a catalytic converter at the
very end of the exhaust manifold. Cats on these cars also require a warmup before they can
reach their maximum efficiency. They are built to burn the highest amount of residual particles
when the entire system has reached the optimal operating temperature. For one, the radiators
are different. Needless to say, you can only use this special radiator if you need to replace
yours. Using a standard radiator will result in your car throwing codes. Sure, one of these can
turn into an endless pit of despair when things go sideways, but there are also a few benefits to
these cars. The entire world is in the middle of experiencing a paradigm shift when it comes to
technological progress. Any future technological development will need to have an ecological
component. Even though this might not sound like much from your perspective, that little dent
your car is putting into the whole global warming issue matters. With those, all you need to do
is pop the hood and take a quick look at the valve cover. The absolute best way to check is to
look for the emissions tag in the engine bay. If you know which engine is in your car, you can

view the super ultra-low emission vehicle engines online and see whether yours is on there.
Buying a used BMW is a process that usually requires a lot of homework unless you want to
end up with a problem that may not be fixed even if you start throwing parts and money at it. If
you live in California or any of the states that impose the SULEV standards for emissions, your
only option is to accept that you
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r maintenance will be more expensive. Here at eEuroparts. Once you do that, our system will
drop a list of parts that match your car. You must be logged in to post a comment. This site
uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Working on cars is
dangerous, always be careful and be aware of the hazards of working on any vehicle. Want to
narrow your results? Contact eEuroparts. Select Your Vehicle to find parts that fit. Select a Year
Clear Selector. Your VIN returned multiple car options. This happens when the VIN lookup
software we use does not return specific engine or trim information. Click your engine or body
trim option below:. Daniel Schwartz February 2, 18 Comments. Share 4. Tagged with: bmw
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